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of Sycons. Occasionally they were obtained in this
way in fair quantity. It was therefore thought ptohu
able that a more caretu] examination of a number of
these 5pm: 5. would be interesting in determining
whether
habitat is a usual one.
Accordirzgiy
twenty speg ens of Swan coronatium, varying in
length from about 2 to 4. cm.. were examined.

The

contents of the gastral cavities of these specimens
were squeezed on to a slide, and a careful search for
Amcebae made.
Of Me twenty specimens thus examined one or
more Amoeba: were found in ah excapt three, Usually
about three or four specimens; were obtained from
{A .h sponge; only one Amaeba, however, was feund
in a few of the squeezings, but from one sponge
nineteen of these 9 imals were countedY and doubtless
\

not all those pr ant were seen.
It. is therefore
evident that th: := sponges; are a common habitat of
marine Amgebze, whence these lowly ariimais may be

obtained fairly easiiy.

There is no Eikehhood that this habitat is an exclusive one; doubtless Amoeba: occur in a great many
other situations in the sea, from Which, however, they
can. on‘ty be obtained w I th same diﬁ’hmhy.
'
The Amoeba} obtained from the sponges were rather
small. Specimens when measured in «me common
phase were found to be about 80 u Kong and 40 ,u

broad, being however, in this phase almost uniferm
in breadth, and having only slightly rounded ends,
but when creeping such specimens stretch out to a
length of more t hh 90 M. The. animais move quickiy,
progressing often in a straight hue and ﬂowing with
a motion son'iewhat iike that of planarians; at other
times: thick, bluntv and—at ﬁrst----hy' lint: pseudopodia
may he extwuded from one or more t,trts 0f the. body.
So far as has; been observed, the animals appear 1:0
have a deﬁnite post riot end. The protoplasm is
highly and coarsely granular, except at the periphery,
and m some specimens ingested diatoms and other
inclusions were to be seen. The contractile vacuole
has not been made out deﬁnitely) but a stairiahle

vesicie of constant size visible thrhugh a high power

and at about 70 01‘ 8° east of the north point.

Although seen through clouds which were sufﬁcient
to obscure all stirs in is neighbourhmd, including
the conspicutms constellation of Ursa Major, the meteor
appeared far more itamihous than the pianer Venus
even at its brightest In fact, with om:- exc miont i:
was the brightest meteor I have ever seen. The one
exception was; the splendid daylight metem‘ ()1’
February 8, 1894, Vx'hid’} appeared in full sunshine
within a few minutes 01" noon, but was stilt bright
enough to attract the attention of thousands of people
at various places over an extended tract of country;
from London to ‘W’hitby, and from Chehrtsfard; in
Essex, t0 Ballinasloe. in the west of Ireland.
ARTHUR A. RAMBAUT.
Radc‘iiffe Ohﬁervrios‘y, Oxford, November 25'

Barwinism 1083 Years Agog

IN reference to Dr. Gadow’s interesting quotation
from 'I'iedemam'i ( ATUREJ Noven'sber 13,)v may I
remind your: readers that the principle of sexual
selection was dearly enunciated by Erasmus Darwin
in hi5 "Zoenomia," ﬁrst published in 1794.? I quote
from an editien Of 1800. “A great want of one part
0;" the animal world has comisted in the desire of
the exciusive possession of the females; and the
have acquired weapons to combat each other for thts
purpose.
. . '50 the horns of the stag are sharp to
offend. his adversary, but are branched far the pur»
pose of partying or receiving the thrusts of horns:
simiiar to his own, and have therefore been termed
for the purpose of combating other Stags; for the
exclusive possession of the females; who are observed,

Lie 1 e ladies in the times of chivalry, to attend
the our of the victor.
. . The. ﬁnal cause of this
contest amongst the males seems to be that the
strongest and most active animal! shouid propagate
he species, which shouid thence become improved."
AR’E'H‘UR DENDY.
University 0:” London, King’s College,

November 19.

"V

of a microscope in the anterior region of the living
animal appears undoubtedly to be the nucleus, The
absence of an easily vis’blt: nucleus and nucietalus
makes it easy to distinguish the Amoehze from the
more or less ameeboid forms of some sponge ceIEs,
which, moreover, are mostly spherical, and do not
show anything like the active movement of the
Ammbee.
In th
general characters the“ Amazhm resemble
tle Sp ‘
ctescribed by Gmher {Z 15" fit? W733. Z002.)

The northern sky being nvercast at the time, it was,
of course, itnpcssihle to lay down
: track relatively
to the stars, but its position was referred tc- some
treetops, which were silhouetted agaﬁnst the sky, and
from observations made: next morning I am ahhz to
state that the middie point of the apparent track was
Situated at an altitude of about 176 above the hurizou,

p" 219) as Amoeba wysialligemj but further investigations are necessary to establish their identity with
that spectes.
j‘. H. Omom
The Lahoratcty, Plymouth.

Entra~atomic Gharge.
:‘4 u previ
letter to NATURE (july 20, 1911. p. 78')
the hypothe . was pthposed that the atomic we r‘m
being equal to abcmt twice the ihtt'auammic cha Vet,
”t0 each p(z-s'rible imra--atomic charge corresponds a

A Remarkahﬂe Mathew 4m Nevember 24.
LAST night, November 24, at 8.47 p.m., a ver‘;
mmm‘kahie meteor was seen in the northern sh ‘.
Kt moved s‘owiy in an east to west direction, desc ‘ .
ing; a straight path of about 10“ in length, vhich
made a small angi (of same 200') With the horiztm,
the eastern end being the lower, and remained Visible
{Or four 01' ﬁve seconds.
It presented a comet-hke appearance, having gt
bright nucleus surrounded by a I v: intenselv luminous
éﬁnvelope, which stream d out behhd‘ farming a kind
0:" doubie tail” Conspumous blue (or green} ﬂares

p. 39), “if ah eiemehts be arranged in‘ order of ingreasing atomic weights, the number 01" each element
in that series must be equal to its intra-atomic
charge.”
Charges being known only very roughiy (probabiy
correct to 20 per cent), and the number 01‘ the Ia‘
element Ur in the series not being equaleven appro ,.
mately to half its atomic weight, either the number m
elem“ ts in Mendeléeﬁ’s system is not correct (that:
was supposed to he the ea: in the ﬁrst letter), or
the 1:1tra--at0mic Charge for the elements at the end
of the series is much ssmalier than that deducted from
experiment (abc-ut 10-3 for Au)“
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were visibie in the “tail,” but the appearance lasted

such a short time that I am. Lmabie to state. exactlv
haw they were éistz’ihuted. It. vanished as sudderzivv

and as silently as; it had ﬂashed out.
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possible element,” or that (Phys. Zei’xchr., xiv.V 19x2,

wa, according to

Rutherford,

the ratio

of the

scattering of a particles per atom divided by the
square of the charge must. be constant. Geiger and
Marsden (Phil. Mag, 3;wi pp. 617 and 618, notes
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z and. 2}, putting the nuclear charge proportional to
the atomic weight, found vaiues, however, shuwing,
not coristaxmyg but systematic deviation fmm (mea
values}- 3~825 for Cu to 3-25 for Au. 1f now in the:
values the number M of the place each element occuu
pies in Mendeiéeff’s series is taken insteaai of A, the
atomic weight we get a real a:angtant (x8-7:0~3);
hence the hypothe is jgroposed holds good for Mendeléeff‘s series, but the nuclear charge is not equal to
half txe atomic weight. Should thus the mass of the
atom consist for by far the great . part of :2 particles,
then the nucleus; tor: mu , COECSRD dect‘mns t0 com~
pensaie this; extra charge.
Table of the Ratio of the Scattering Mr Atom
ividad by A" (Jam-pmed with that Dmided by Me.
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A. VAN DER HROEK.
Gm'ssel, Hoiiand, November In.
'E‘he 3mm Empﬁements 0f the ?asmaniaas.
1N reply in Mr. 5. P. johnson’s hatter on Tasmanian
stone implememts in NATURE; of November 13, atten—
tion may be directed to the paper read by M. Exsteens
before the International Prehistoric Congress at
Geneva last year, and destined t0 appear hi VOL ii.
of the Compleurendu. It seems that the common
opinion in Eumpe as to the culture represented by
these relics Of a recently extinct race was Based prim
cipaily on rejects {mm a large collection; and an
inspection of tha better worked specimens is sufﬁcient
to upset their emithic origin in favour of a later
stage2 viz. Le Meustier—Aurigraac, which is precisely
Mr. johnson’s view. In 1906 the Rev” C. VViIkinso-n
and Mr. Anthcmy presented 21 mm“ but typical series
of that character to the British Museum,
REGENALD A. SMITH.
Society of Antiquaries of London,
Euriington House, ‘Wq November 18.
Muﬁeum Gﬂassc
1N connection with a work I am writing an “ The
History Of Anatomy,” E have been induced to trace
i'he rise of the anatomical museum, and this appears
to have depended to a Earfet' extent thah (me wculd
have suspected 0n the price of spirit and museum
jars. In the second hah’ of the eighteenth century
John Hunter was using about 54300 muceum jars for
his spirit preparations. 1: would be mteresting to
learn whether these were made speciahy to his Order,
213 I suspect, which ﬁrm he deait with and how
much he was charged. Perhaps same oEd-established
giass manufacturers can give me some isoiated or
continuous records; of the prices of circular and rect—
angular glass jars used in museum. work, and also
the period when they were ﬁrst manufactured in the
ordinary murse of business routine. From 1750 to
E850 is the period of most importance.
F. J. Coma,
University Cohege, Reading, November 15.
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CAPTAIN SCOTT’S LAST EX19143leleON.1
CAPTAIN SCO'IWET’S last jsumai has the deep
inthrsst of one of the most tragic documents
in the h tory of exploration, {or the fate of his
party on its return from its magniﬁcent and successfu} journey will surround his name With the
romance. that immortalisas these of Franklin and
01 Burke and ‘Wills,
The human int‘erﬁsst 0f
Captain Scott’s journals; is greater than the: geo—
graphical, for his route by the. Beardmore Glacier
was the same 215 that (sf Shackleton to- (me hundred
miles from the Pole, and the: remaindar 0f the
route was ever a piaieau with my special features
of interest apart: from its position. The reader
therefore. naturaiiy hurrieg through the accounts
of the voyage out, the: ianding 0n the middle of the
westerh coast of Ross Island, the depét laying in
the ﬁrst sseaason, the happy life at the: winter
quarters, and the reports of enthusiastic scientiﬁc
investigation by the staff.
He will read with.
pleasure the eulogies of Dr. ‘v‘v’ilson and the:
tributes to the capacity and entergirise: of all the:
members of the expedition; and he may note, 'Lc-o,
that Captain Scott started greatly preferring
ponies to dogs, and that ‘he 03d Discovery but
was used as an intermediate station on the way
to the Barrier; izhe remarks that it. was cold is not

surprising, since. half its heating apparatus had
been left in New Zealand, and the insulating
materiai cm which its warmth depended was met
inserted.
The Southern Party, With its various; supporting
parties, started between October 24 and November
3, with sledges drawn by motors, ponies, and
dogs; and this part of the narrative inevitabiy
recalls the 01d maxim against mixed transport.
The transport was, however, graduaﬂy uniﬁed by
the failure of the meters; and the shooting of the
ponies, the ﬂesh of which was used as f(md, mainly
for the dogs. After the fateful return of the dogs
fmm the lower end of the Beardmore Glacier on
December 12, the journey was continued with
mamhauied sledgas, with the aid of two supporting
parties, which returned latex:
Eighteen miles
from the Pole. came the discovery Of a camp and
many dog tracks, followed by ﬁnding Amundsen’s
tent and letters, which have given conclusive
evidﬁnce that both parties re; shed their geai.
The interest increases: in the story of the r-ezt m
march, maintained with heroic persistence in spite
of the averagrowing difficulties and weakness,
which led to the ﬁnal tragady only eleven miles
from the ample store of food and ﬁle} at 0:19. Ton
Depét.
There is no direct statement as to the rcai
cause of the disaster. Dr, VViIson’s; diary may be
expected to amntain more explicit evidence; but
though various extracts from Dix ‘Nilson’s diary
are quoted on camparatively unimportant details,
there is none regarding the main pmhiem. The,
1 “.Scott'a Last Expedition.” In 2 vols. VOL i., Being the foumals of
Captain R. F Scan, R.N., C.V.O. Pp. zxvi+533+piates. VOL i139 Sein the
Raports of c': Journeys and the. Scientiﬁc 'Wm'k undertaken by Dr. :9. A.
Wilson and :1 vaiving Members of the Expediiion. Pp. xv+534 +plares.
Arranged by Leonard Huxiey, Wiih 3 Preface by Sir Clement R, Markham,
K.C.B., RRS. (Landon : Smith, Elder and Co., 1913.) Price 42x. net.
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